
Amendment should be read to
create a “reporters’ privilege” that
would invariably shield journal-
ists from having to reveal the
identity of their sources to juries
and grand juries.

For the most part, Lewis’s style
of o≠ering opinionated commen-
tary without laying out any sys-
tematic framework for thinking
about First Amendment issues
serves his readers well. Occasion-
ally, however, the comments in
one part of the book seem hard to
square with the critical observa-
tions in another. For example, he
criticizes Supreme Court deci-
sions upholding the punishment
of radical dissenters from past
eras who preached the desirability
of law-breaking and even violence
as a tool of political change: Bol-
sheviks during World War I,
criminal syndicalists in the 1920s,
and Communists in the Mc-
Carthy era. Moving to the pre-
sent, however, Lewis criticizes a
1969 Supreme Court decision that
he thinks could protect a devotee
of radical Islam who advocated terrorist
violence unless the speech was likely to
trigger “imminent lawless action.” He
writes, “I think we should be able to pun-
ish speech that urges terrorist violence to
an audience some of whose members are
ready to act on the urging.” 

But how, I wonder, is the case of terror-
ists’ speech today any di≠erent in princi-
ple from cases involving past advocacy of
lawless violence in the 1920s or the 1950s?
It is true, of course, that both the public
and the judiciaries of those eras overesti-
mated the threat that violence would ac-
tually occur. And the danger that speech
will actually spur violent action may be
greater now than it was before. But we
cannot know today how great the threat
actually is—nor could those of earlier
eras know with certainty how the future
would unfold. Thus the questions: Is
there really a di≠erence of principle
among the cases? And if so, what is the
governing principle?

Perhaps self-evidently, these are the ques-
tions of a law professor who craves a general
theory that would explain why some kinds
of speech should be on the protected and
others on the unprotected side of the First
Amendment line. Given this craving, I can-

not help observing that Free-
dom for the Thought That We Hate
makes scant e≠ort to answer
such questions, or a number
of similar questions that arise
when Lewis says that the
press should have some pro-
tections but not others.

But I  can g uess quite
confidently how Lewis might respond 
to this gently barbed observation. He
would, I imagine, recal l some well-
known words of Justice Holmes, whose
pithy observations he repeatedly quotes
with clear approbation. Holmes famously
wrote that “[g]eneral principles do not
decide concrete cases” and that “[t]he life

of the law has not been logic; it has been
experience.”

History and experience lie at the center
of Lewis’s narrative, and he makes them
come vividly alive in Freedom for the Thought
That We Hate. After picking up the book on
a winter afternoon, I read on into the
evening, not wanting to put it down. 

Richard H. Fallon, who joined the Harvard Law
School faculty in 1982, is Tyler professor in consti-
tutional law. He is the author of The Dynamic
Constitution: An Introduction to Ameri-
can Constitutional Law (2004).

Editor’s note: Anthony Lewis is an incorporator
and former director of Harvard Magazine Inc.
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Solar Sculptor
Michael Kapetan’s sundials don’t do “clock time.”

by CARA FEINBERG

O
n the front lawn of the
U.S. vice-presidential resi-
dence in Washington, D.C.,
less than 150 yards from the

nation’s most precise clock, sits another
type of timepiece. Its measurements are
approximate, its hour hands are absent,
its polished granite time markers are use-
less when the sky is overcast. It can’t tick
o≠ nanoseconds like the atomic Master
Clock at the neighboring U.S. Naval Ob-
servatory; the sundial’s hour hand appears
only as a shadow cast toward the crescent

of red granite markers 10 feet from its cen-
tral stone.

But for designer Michael R. Kapetan ’69,
a sculptor and teacher at the University of
Michigan School of Art and Design, keep-
ing exact time has little to do with his art.
“We are all too caught up in clock time,” he
says from his converted one-car-garage stu-
dio in Ann Arbor, Michigan. “I coined the
term ‘solar sculpture’ to get away from the
traditional garden artifacts that mark the
hours, and get to a broader idea of art that
addresses the sun, the seasons, and time.”

American Nazi
Frank Collin reports
the cancellation of a
planned march in
Skokie, Illinois, in
June 1978 because
his group has won
the right to demon-
strate in Chicago’s
Marquette Park.
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Hewn in stone, steel, and concrete,
Kapetan’s solar sculptures are original
artistic visions, he says, “arranged accord-
ing to the laws of nature.” Carefully
aligned by solar observations to the rota-
tional axis of the earth, or “true north,”
and precisely calibrated for latitude (the
vice-presidential sundial’s alignment was
confirmed by a naval o∞cer and an as-
tronomer brought in by Kapetan), his cre-
ations keep accurate solar time by mea-
suring, in shadows, the apparent motion
of the sun. (With no adjustments for lon-
gitude, however, his dials can depart from
standard 24-hour clock time by an hour
on a daily basis, or as many as two during
daylight savings time, depending on the
sculptures’ locations.) 

His solar str uct ures have twice
taken the form of unconventional giant

sundials like the
vice president’s,
where a person
standing on the
flat central stone,
not the work it-

self, becomes the “gnomon,” or shadow
caster. But Kapetan has also explored
other timepiece formats. For more than
two decades, at an elementary school in
Michigan,  st udents have gathered
around his nearly seven-foot-tall, stain-
less-steel, I-beam-like sculpture on the
solstices and equinoxes to witness the
fleeting moment when a ray of sunlight
shines through one of its three elliptical
apertures and appears on the appropri-
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This seasonal sundial
at the Emerson
School in Ann Arbor,
Michigan, works only
at high noon on a 
solstice or equinox.

P h o t o g r a p h s  c o u r t e s y  o f  M i c h a e l  K a p e t a n
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ate ground target as a bright white disk.
Kapetan’s sundial fascination began, he

says, with a television special he watched
as a teenager about the prehistoric site
Stonehenge, in England. “It wasn’t a sculp-
ture, temple, or observatory, yet it was a
strange combination of all three,” he ex-
plains, still reverent as he describes the
early timepiece decades later. “I am struck
by the beauty of scientific instruments,
and preoccupied with the connections
among science, art, and spirituality.”

The son of a precision grinder in the
aerospace industry, Kapetan grew up tin-
kering in his dad’s workshop in Wayne,
Michigan, and after earning an art history
degree from Harvard and an M.F.A. from

the University of
Michigan in 1978, he
pursued a career creating both abstract
and liturgical sculpture. Although his
solar timepieces are among his most im-
pressive works, his commissions for them
are sparse in comparison to his liturgical
carvings. To date, he’s completed four
sundials in two states, with a fifth and

sixth in progress; his wood and stone
liturgical work—a 10-foot-wide tree of
life carved in relief on a synagogue wall, a
child’s-height chiseled sculpture of Saint
Thomas à Becket in a Catholic church,
two nine-foot-wide altar doors adorned
with sheaves of wheat and life-size doves
in an Eastern Orthodox sanctuary—are
among 40 commissions displayed in 34
churches and synagogues across the coun-
try, including the National Cathedral in
Washington, D.C.

In 1994, Kapetan spent a year as the
cathedral’s artist in residence and, as luck
would have it, he worked around the cor-
ner from the vice-presidential residence,

then occupied by his former col-
lege roommate, Albert Gore Jr.
’69, LL.D. ’94. On a visit to the res-
idence, Kapetan and the Gores
discussed the idea of a front-lawn
sundial; three years later Kapetan
installed the work.

“Without a person in it, the
[vice-presidential] sundial re-
verts to being an alluring con-
catenation of form—an intrinsi-
cally beautiful arrangement that
can hold its own alongside any
man-made object,” Kapetan says,
describing the sculpture’s arc of

hour markers. “However, when one steps
into its embrace, it comes alive like no
other kind of sculpture and tells you not
only where, but when, you stand.”

Cara Feinberg is the senior writer for Boston
College Magazine.

Michael Comenetz asks if the

phrase “Galloping Gordon,” some-

times applied to British prime

minister Gordon Brown, origi-

nated with the line from a 1950s

advertising jingle for Cheerios:

“Galloping Gordon sets the pace.”

Nat Kuhn would like to know who said

or wrote, "The task of the Christian is to

hold opposites in the heart until the Third

Thing comes." He recalls hearing the

statement in the early 1980s, when it was

attributed to a female theologian.

David Keyes asks for the source of

“Mathematics is the music of the mind.

Music is the mathematics of the soul.”

Daniel Greenfield requests a source for

“carving nature at her joints”—referring

to accurate scientific understanding of the

mechanism of normal and abnormal bio-

logical events and the anatomy and struc-

ture of biological entities.

Michelle Coughlin seeks the author of a

short poem beginning “Wentworth, sure/

t’was some stranger” and ending “Scorched

by a fever / he refined his breath, /and paid

that stated/homage unto death.”

“…where were you?” (March-

April). Neil Averitt cited Job 38:4

(“Where wast thou when I laid

the foundations of the earth?”).

But half-remembered poems can

trick the memory.The query’s ref-

erence to Mark van Doren prompted M. J.

Porter to send in “Farewell and Thanksgiv-

ing,” a brief van Doren work in which the

fourth line of 10 reads, “You were always

there….” Porter characterized the sugges-

tion as “Close, but no cigar,” but it turned

out to be the poem our reader sought.

Send inquiries and answers to “Chapter

and Verse,” Harvard Magazine, 7 Ware

Street, Cambridge 02138, or via e-mail to

chapterandverse@harvardmag.com.

C h a p t e r &  V e r s e
Correspondence on not-so-famous lost words

The vice-presiden-
tial, analemmatic
sundial above
requires a human
gnomon to work.
Kapetan calls the
equatorial sundial
at right his most
traditional.




